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2003 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

BILI../RESOLUTION NO. HB 1114 

House Transportation Committee 

□ Conference Committee 

Hearing Date January 17, 2003 

't Number Side A SideB 
1 X 

Committee Clerk Si 

Minutes: 

Meter# 
1.0 to 48.8 

.R,ep. Weisz, Chajgmm opened the hearing on HB 1114, a bill for an Act to amend and reenact 

section 39-20-3.1 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to the action following a test to 

determine the alcohol content of the blood of a resident motor vehicle operator. 

Keith MalQU§OP . Deputy Director for Driver and Vehicle Services for the North Dakota DOT 

appeared in support of this Department sponsored legislation. A copy of his written testimony is 

attached. He clarified that this legislation came at the request of the State's attorneys who were 

having the problem with the non-service aspects of the process. Also the drafting was incomplete 

as there some words left out in the bill draft. His request was for the committee to hold the bill 

for a week or so to allow time for them to get together with the state's attorneys for the wording 
of 
an amendment. 

Rm,. Weisz, Ch.ainnan ( S.4) To clarify, the intent of tho new language is to personally issue 

the temporary permit they would have to personally contact your office within twenty days? 
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Bill/Re80lution Number HD 1114 
Hearing Dato January 17, 2003 

Keith Ma1DY19n; That is cottect •· there is no real magic in the 20 days •· but we did want to 

have a balance in there •· where the driver would have time to contaot the office -- the real intent 

is to get the notice and report fonns in. May be the mail-in is the best way to go. 

Rm,. Delmore; Are you assuming guilt on that person without having the blood alcohol test 

information? If someone sigrui that they could be giving up their rights. 

Keith Mgnuaon; You are right -- but at the time our intent was that they could choose between 

the two but I think with new language we can make it more clear so that doesn •t happen. 

Ra, Dosch; What is the significance of this report? 

Keith Mo8QYl9nt This fonn - this report really starts the administrative process -- it tells them 

what they have done -· what their blood alcohol content was -- if they failed the test-· what their 

rights are • .. what they need to do to ask for a hearing ... so many days after a hearing -- all of 

those types of things. All of those things are on there, if they read it --or they may want to go Sef! 

an attorney - If it is never given to them the process never starts. 

Ra, H,edJand; What would happen in the we where a person decide not to sign it ... just 

retbscd to sign it? 

Keith Munwt0n: Right now if they take a breath test or refuse to take a blood test and refuse to 

sign it •· that is noted by the law enforcement officer •- that starts the administrative process, Its 
not 
like getting certified mail -· a lot of people never sign for certified mail .... because they are 

suspicious .... that's why in certain parts of the law they have gotten around that by having a 

process s1Jrve make service. But they cannot get out of the process by refusing to sign. 

Rep. Price; ( 8.2 ) This nev . .,r starts Wtless the have had a test that shows they had a blood 

alcohol content -- is that correct? 
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KeUb MIIDYftQn: This process doesn't start and the report and notice fonn is no completed for 

the normal adult where our 9tandatd of .10 ... unless they have a .10 or higher BAC. Or if they 

refuse the test. These two things will start the process. If their test comes out a .OS ... they are 

never shown this fonn. 

Ladd Erickson; McLean County State•s Attorney --1 have three brief points to make•· this bill 

came about •· When the Mandan police were complaining about the stacks of notices not served 

and complaints -I asked for a Law School students research project to find out what other states 

are doing in this area. We are one of a very few who still have the personal service. I believe 

there arc 39 states that have the direct mail of notice. The state lab a couple of years ago said that 

about 1 % of the tests that came back were below the legal limit -· so the police officers are 
doing 

t'~ the job in the field. There are 3 basic problems with current law; they are some unfairness 

because if a person is offered a breathalyi:er test the officer gives, if the test is above the legal 

limit they are immediately given a report and notice; if they are given the breath test they are not 

--what happens then is if there is problem with service. the people that are taking an into:xilyzer 

go through the administrative process but the people who a take blood test •· there is the margin 

of error where they don•t &et served. Thus there is the unfairness. The second problem, the 

amount of time the law enforcement officer spend in search of these people to try to get service. 

It is particularly troublina when people from Bismarck get a DUI in Mandan .... the paper work 

has to be sent over to the Bismarck PD and then they have to go over try and get service in 

Mandan. The third , is the cagey defendant ... the person that has repeat ours and know that 

they are process is not going to start unless they are served that notice .... therefore take great 
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efforts to avoid service - then they go to an attorney ... there is what is known as the Rule 43 
process ... that makes it possible for them to not have to appear in court until the jury trail date .... 

so that the officer's can't catch them in court ( at a preliminary hearing ) and make service there 

- so there is a problem there in how tliese things aro handled with the cagey defendant. I am 

conccmed the language in this bill - one is too have the person agree in writing-.. ? when he is 

drunk? I would refer that they be given a notice so that when they sober up the can read it. They 

then can within the next 20 days ... they will get the results of the blood test ... do what ever they 

are going to do but in any event in 20 days they are going to be mailed notice to their address ... 

they can claim they didn't get notice best if was handed to them at the time. 

R,m. Weisz, GbNDDIPi ( 12.8 ) Please go through the procedure currently when one is stopped 

•· go through the steps --· so that we know how this would fit in. 

0 Ladd Erii;kaon; He dcfemod the response to one of the Low Enforcement officers present so that 

the response would be right on point. 

Bob BensoDi Bismarck police office since 1991. ( 13.6 ) He explained the procedures and the 

options of the person arrested and the options of the police officer under the law presently .... 

he covered the roadside tests - the saliva, urine, blood and breath tests the time required for 

various reports. the time required in the personal service of notice. and what happens for a 

person from out of town some distance away--· how service is made. etc. 

Rep. Weiler; (18.2 ) 2 questions .... you stop someone for reason -- they need to go to the 

hospital .... you can do a breath test right there can •t you ? on site? Answer: Yes we can. --

if this process continues on and you go to the hospital and the BAC test comes out to be less that 

a , 10 say a 0.06 .. 0.07 then what happens? Are they set free or are they charge with any thing? 
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&obllt DmloDi A lot is detennined by tho faots in tho caso .... ff he was swervin1 and he hit a 
couple of vehicles - he does terrible on the field test .... say he was under the effects of A<>mething 

else - the urine test or the saliva test is about the only other thing you are going to get from this 

individual. 'Ibe administrative process does not kick in as the BAC was below legal limits but 

there is still the criminal aspects to be followed through. Here the other aspect support that he 

was driving impaired, He can still be oonvicted under the DUI law. 

Rep. Weiler: If there is nothing else in their system and the BAC was 0.06 ~ .. then what? 

BQbert l!ffl199! If I have arrested him -- it is then up to the States Attorney to look at the facts 
-it 
is out of my hands. 

Rep. Weiler: ( 21.1 ) When these papers are mailed ... th~ report and notice -- when they ar,, 
mailed to these people and they claim they don't get them, then what happens? 

Boba:t Beoson; Currently we don •t mail them -- they are personally served. Personally I would 

like to see these mailed out the defendant -- the duty is on him and not the Law Enforcement 

Officer. 

ROS). Delmore; Under the scenario where the blood test came in under the . 1 O -- say .06 would 

he still have to come and talk to you? 

Robert Qenson; No - the service is over. 

Rm,. Delmore; ( 24.8 ) So we do have a BAC minimum -· if the .06 or .08 at which you can 

prosecute them ? 

Robert Benson; yes .... but remember there is stitt the criminal p,ocess if warrant•~· The .1 O id 

the per se taw where anything above that you are presumed intoxicated. The criminal side goes 

to impairment. 
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Real, Headland: So that I understand •· today if they don't respond ( not served) are they getting 

out of it then? Azc they getting out of the criminal offense? 

Robert Benson: It is more work •· there are the two processes --the administrative and the 

criminal -· there are still being prosecuted. Some of the shady persons do plead to a lesser 

offense -- and there are a few of those who do get by but not many. 

Rm,, Thoa,e; ( 28,9) In my mind, if we pass this or as amended -- I believe that the 

conscientious will comply and the abuser won't. and to follow ttp -- if a driver is obviously under 

the influence and ifhe refused to cooperate can't the officer take the offender off the road? 

Robert Benson; Under the current law we can remove them and do. Under this there has to be 

some language to allow that and maybe it is in there. 

C) Rep. I>olmonl: ls it possible in this state f<l request the blood test •· I will not take the 

breatholyzer and I want the blood test? Is it not legal for them to say whioh test they want? 

~ Currently under the North Dakota State Law the decision which test is going to 

be administered is up to the officer ... and there is good reason for that ... in the Bismarck PD we 

do the breatholyzer .... however there are times when we do not have an operator for that machine 

and does take two officers to administer that test-- so we do have to nm to get a blood test done. 

If we suspect drugs we can ask for a n urine sample .... The courts would like the scientific 

evidence in most cases .... to prove the criminal case but the refusal in the administrative case is 

enough. 

Rm,, Galvin: ( 34.4) In most oases where there is an accident with alcohol involved .. - isn•t the 

BAC much higher than , 10 ? 
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Rohm Bmnmu Generally we find it is ... somewhere around .16 for an average. 
Collin Rixen; ( 38,4) I am with the Burlf"t,di county Sheriff's Department. Bob (Benson) 

pretty well covered it for the Law Enforcement side of it but I am looking at it from the warrant 

side of U .... the civil side -- a lot go not served because they have no intention of being found and 

the worc.1 gets out - they know how to beat the system .... if they can avoid being served by giving 

us a bad address -- it end up sitting on people desks until to goes away into the file .... right now I 

have in ..-.<cess of 2000 warrants and notices -- and may be 15 •20 report and notices attached to 

the w urants -- nothing happens and they continue to drive witil they are stopped or end up in an 

accident. 

Rep. Delmore: ( 40. 7 ) Would you have any objection to having them mailed to them? 

Collin Rix.cm; In 9S% of the cases that's going to work out but in those 5% of the cases it isn't 

going to make any difference ... they won't give you a decent address anyway, 

Rm, Price; If you have one of these addresses on the reservations -- what are your options? 

Collip, Rix.en: I don't really have any options ... I do in Belcourt and they will attempt to serve 

them and sometime in Fort Totten•· in Berthold and Standing Rock-no. We are serving Tribal 

Warrants now and that is a step in the right direction to get cooperation. 

Rm,. Weiler; ( 42.8) Did yau send the report of the reservations (BAC 1l)? 

Collin Rixen; No -- we send them a letter telling them that the report and notice is here. I 

can't go onto the reservation to serve a wamnt. Sometimes they don't know that and they will 

respond to the letter. 

Rm,. Dosch: In these oases you are waiting for the blood test to come in -- could you file out the 

notice before and with the proper verbiage pending the blood test ? 
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Bill/lteeotution Numb« HB l 114 
Hearin& Date January 17, 2003 

CplHp Bila; No we really can't issue them a temporary drivers license until we know the 
results of the BAC, 

Qm,t. Scott Brood: I ain with the North Dakota Highway Patrol and we do support this bill, To 

fbrther answer Rep. Oalvins question - most of the people involved in accidents who are drunk 

their BAC ranges ftom .15 to .2S. 

There being no one wishing to testify further on HB 1114 either for or against, the Chainnan 
closed the hearing, ( 48,9) 
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2003 HOUSE STANDING COMMmEB MINUTES 

BILI/RESOLUTION NO. HB 1114b 

House Transportation Committee 

Cl Conference Committee 

Hearing Date January 30, 2003 

T Number Side A SideB 
1 X 

Committee Clerk Si 

Minutes: 

Meter# 
8.3 to 17.2 

Rm>, Hawkoo, ytce Cbmnnn opened the discussion on HB 1154, Keith Mypuson. ND DOT 

was available to furnish information on the amendments they had testified were needed . He 

furnished a handout, a copy of which is attached. These w«e drafted after consulting with law 

enforcement officers. prosecutors, and the Attomey Generals Office. 

Rep. Delmore; What is the reason for not asking for drugs testing ? 

Keith Mamw,on; ( 13.1 ) You could include that in there too - but I am tt()t sure about the test 

and the numbers of days required. Thttt would be up to law enforcement but we don't get into 

that so much. 

In an exchange of dialogue, Keith Magnuson assured Representative Deln1or,e the there would 

still be the same number of days required for making an appearance and to ask for a hearing. But 

some of these other questions about drugs get more into the criminal aspects. of enforcement. 

There was discussion also about the three day requirements for mailing in their licenses. 
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Ba,, Price; ( 14.9) what happens ifthoy don't mail it back within 3 days ... I realii.e thoy are 

already under tho temporary permit but what happens - ? 

Kejth ¥AIP919D; We ask them to send the license back and the three days is allowed for the 

mailing time for them to return their license and they get their temporary permit -·· but they still 

have the same ten days they normally have to ask for a hearing, We can suspend their license, 

Rep. Ruby moved to approve the amendments, Rem, Price seconded the motion, Motion carried 

on a voice vote, 

Rem, Price moved a 'Do Pass as Amended' motion for HB t 114. Ra, Ruby seconded the 

motion. On a roll call vote the motion carried l O Ayes O Nay• 3 Ablent and not votlna. 

Rep. Prig, was designated to carry HD t 114 on the floor. 

End of record ( 17.2 ) 
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2003 SENATE STANDING COMMmEB MINUTBS 

BILIJRESOLUTION NO. BB 1114 

Senate Transportation Committee 

Cl Conference Committee 

Hearing Date 3-13-03 

T Number Side A SideB 
1 X 
2 X 

Committee Clerk Si 

Minutes: 

Meter# 
1460-2665 
2190-3300 

1
r-'\ Chairman Senator Thomu Trenbeath opened the hearing on lm 1114 relating to the action 
..._) 

following a test to determine the alcohol content of the blood of a resident mot.or vehicle 

operator. 

Keith Mapuuon (ND DOT) See attached testimony supporting HB 1114. 

Senator Trenbeath asked if this is an erosion of the rules of evidence where you abrogate 

personal service of a document that is going to affect the person's driving privileges. 

Keith Mapu1aon answered that he didn't think this would be an erosion. They would still have 

the same information and it is being done for those out of state right now. 

Colin Rleklon (Burleigh County Sheriffs Department) (Meter 2070) Testified in support of HB 

1114. Spoke to the fact that the notice is currently served at the time= of court. There is a 

percentage of drivers who find a way to delay this event so that administrative sanctions don't 

\~ come into effect. 
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Hearin& Date 3• l 3-03 

Senator Mutell aked bow many days a penon who hu been apprehended has to roapond wheft 

he bu boon fowid to be under the influence. 

KeJtla Mapuaoa answered the question by saying that they have l O days to uk for a Ji.rina. 

The whole administrative proceu hu a 30 day window. 

(Meter 2360) Di1CUSSion on when a person refuses to take a test to determine tho blood alcohol 

level. The law says that. if a person refuses to take the breath or blood test, there arc sorno very 

serious sanctions. 

The hearing on HB 1114 was closed. 

There was discussion by the committee concernhtg personal service. 

Seutor Trenbeath. moved· a Do Not Pan. Seconded by Senator Etpeprd. 

Roll call vote 5-0-l. 

Floor carrier is Senator Trenbeath. 
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HI 1114, - ens1roe1ed: T~ CUllllnltlM (-- ..__ 

recommends DO NOT PAU (5 YEAS NAYS '"'"• ,._.blllh, Chairman) 
Engrossed HB 1114 was P'aced on the Fou~eenth 0~~:,r :i~~~OT VOTING). 
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The mtcrooraphfc ftMgts on thta fH111 are accurate reproductlo11s of records delfvered to Modern tnforrnatfon Syatl!IM for tnfcrolftmlng and 
were fftmed fn the r&9Ultr courH of buafnesa. The photogri.i,-,1,te proceu 111&et1 atenderd& of the Amerfean Natfonat Standards ll'\ltftute 
(ANSI) for erehfvel mfcroftlm. NOTICEs If the filmed Image al:tc)ve Is less legible than this Notice, It Is due to the quality of the 
d< ..:1.r11ent befl'ISI filmed. , (~ 
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BOUSE TRANSPORTATION COMMmEE 
Jaauary 17, 2003 

North Dakota Departme•t of Tnuportatloa 
Keith C. Mapuuoa., Deputy Director for Drlvtr 111d Velalcle Servleel 

BB 1114 

The North Dakota Department of Transportation preftled ,B l l l 4 u an agency bill. This bill 
concerns delivery of the Report and Notic::e form to a driver after an alcohol test is taken by the 
mawing of blood. 

Whfm a driver "fails" the implied consent alcohol test and bas more than the legal limit of 
alcohol in bis or her system while driving, the admimstrative process for license suspension 
beains with a Report and Notice form to the driver (wider NDCC 39 .. 20). When a breath test is 
used, the Report and Notice is handed to the driver. When a blood test is used, the results are not 
immediately available. 

When law tnforcement receives the blood test results, they must try to find a law enforcement 
officer in the driver's vicinity to personally deliver the Report and Notice form. Many drivers are 
difficult to find, for various reasons, and quite a few of the Report and Notice fonns end up in a 
file at the law enforcement agency and are never delivered. Because of this, some drivers, often 

1
~ with alcohol problems, don't get the sanctions and attention they need. · 

/ 

...... ~· HB 1114 sets llp a process or procedme where the law enforcement officer may, in certain 
situations, be able to mail the Report and Notice form with the test results to the driver. '111is 
mail delivery is now allowed for out .. of-state drivers. but not for North Dakota residents. The 
proposed amendment would allow the law enforcement officer, at the time of the blood tes~ to 
have the person tested agree to either come in personally to pick up the Report and Notice fonn 
or have it mailed to their current address. 

The department has worked with prosecutors and law enforcement on this serious issue and we 
introduced the bill at their urging. The proposal is a fair solution to the problem. Both law 
enforcement and prosecutors can give you their perspective based on practical experience. It is 
possible, after they have had time to look at this proposal, that they may have some suggestions 
to make it work even better. 
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SENATE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 
March 13, 2003 

North Dakota Department of Tranaportatlon 
Keith c. Mapu11on. Deputy Dlreetor for Driver and Vehlele Seniees 

HB 1114 

The North Dakota Department ofTransportation prefiled HB 1114 as an agency bill. This bill 
ooncems delivery of the Report and Notice foru1 (containing a temporary operator's pcnnit) to a 
driver after an alcohol test is taken by the drawing of blood. 

When a driver "fails" the implied consent alcohol test and has more than the legal limit of 
alcohol in his or her system while driving, the Administrative process for license suspension 
begins with a Report and Notice fonn to the driver (under NDCC 39-20), When a breath test is 
used. the Report and Notice is handed to tht driver. When a blood test is used, the results are not 
immediately available. 

When law enforcement receives the blood test results, they must try to find a law enforcement 
officer in the driver's vicinity to personally deliver the Report and Notice fonn. Many drivers are 
difficult to find, for various reasons, and quite a few of the Report and Notice fonns end up in a 
flle at the law enforcement agency and are never delivered. Because of this, some drivers, often 
with alcohol problems, don't get the sanctions and attention they need. 

HB 1114 sets up an rutemative process or procedure where the law enforcement officer may mail 
the Report and Notice fonn with the test results to the driver. This mail delivery is now allowed 
for out--of-state drivers, but not for North Dakota residents. We will develop an explanatory fonn 
to be given to the driver at the time of the blood test. 

The department has worked with prosecutors and law enforcement on this serious is~me and we 
introduced the bill at their urging, The proposal is a fair solution to the problem. Both law 
enforcement and prosecutors can give you their perspective based on practical experience. 
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